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• I speak for myself

Introduction
• Case study in two large, international projects
– NPT & GNTL
• Easy to talk about challenges
• What about opportunities?
– IIP process creates an opportunity for developers
– Pre-filing activities minimize risk and expedite schedule
– State statutory permitting timelines

Great Northern / Northern Pass
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Manitoba / Minnesota
220-mile 500kV HVAC
Overhead
New ROW
Import hydro to MISO
Market efficiency project
Joint State/Federal EIS

• 15 Months (FEIS)
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Quebec / New Hampshire
192-mile 345kV HVDC/AC
66% OVH 33% Buried
80% Existing ROW
Import hydro to ISO-NE
Market efficiency project
Federal EIS

• 7 years (FEIS)

Integrated Interagency Pre-Application (IIP) Process

DOE Intent
–
–
–
–
–

Early coordination
Early information sharing
Better planning
More robust permit applications
Efficiencies in NEPA reviews

Improve permitting times

Public Involvement Efforts:
Pre-Application

GNTL Public Involvement

70

GNTL Public Involvement

1500+
~250

NPT Public Involvement:
Pre-Application

~0

NPT Public Involvement

~9000

NPT Public Involvement

~9000

NPT Public Involvement

~9000

Joint State / Federal Process
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MN route permit
DOE Presidential Permit
MN statutory timeline
1 year + 3-mo. extension
Ensured NEPA progress

GNTL Proof
“When it comes to decision-day your materials are
passed through in a simple motion, essentially a blink
of an eye. I wanted to take this opportunity to let you
know that your efforts are not lost on me. I know the
EIS was a whole hell of a lot of work. It was
comprehensive, extremely informative and of a high
quality. I think, in part, that is why it can move right
through with a single, no questions-asked motion
and vote.”
– MN PUC Staff to MN DOC

GNTL Under Construction

Lessons Learned
• Permitting can be largest risk to
project schedule
• IIP best practices can expedite
permitting
• Opportunities at state level
• Critical to:
– Getting project in service
– Delivering low carbon power
– Meeting policy goals

Questions?

Dan Belin
(301) 943-7951
dbelin@ene.com

